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Multi-Turn Modeling of a Power Transformer under an Inter-Turn Short-Circuit Fault
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This paper presents a new method for modeling the steady-state behavior of the currents
transmitted between the windings of a transformer subjected to an inter-turn short-circuit
fault (ITSC). ITSC is one of the most frequent and most damaging faults in magnetically
coupled circuits, which occur in power transformers. Coupled Electromagnetic Circuit
(CEMC) Model modeling the reasoning and relationships describing the operating
principle of a power transformer through the electrical and magnetic parameters defined
by the self and mutual inductances that influence the voltages and currents transmitted
between the transformer windings. The representation of the state variable equations of a
proposed model of a three-phase multi-turn transformer in healthy mode (no fault) and in
degraded mode (with inter-turn short-circuit faults of 10%, 20% and 30%) has been
implemented using a program inserted in MATLAB software. The simulations illustrate
the evaluation of the primary and secondary currents as well as the voltage drop across a
load, and the accuracy of the state model based on the coupled circuits was validated. The
results obtained can provide a basis for the design of the short circuit of the multi-turn
transformer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

opening of the electrical circuit. Short circuits between
windings can occur at different locations in the windings.
When a short circuit fault occurs, a current, called a circulating
current due to the occurrence of a low impedance, flows
through the shorted windings [9]. This current will also
generate an electromagnetic field that will disturb the field
transmitted to the secondary [10]. Generally, the effect of a
short circuit is to disturb the magnetic flux distribution [11].
On the other hand, the current flowing in the short-circuited
turns can reach high values, but the terminal currents do not
change much, the homo-polar flux of the magnetic field will
dissipate by thermal effect, The result is a rapid destruction of
the insulating material covering the core and the conductors
belonging to these short-circuited turns, which will spread to
the other turns of the transformer winding. Therefore, the need
to develop a general model to detect and identify the fault is
an obvious step. Different modeling formulations have been
developed in the literature to solve these equations. Numerical
models (finite element models) give a good accuracy and all
physical phenomena are considered [12]. But their
disadvantage is the computation time. This remains acceptable
in the two-dimensional case, but becomes very important in
the three-dimensional case. The permeance network modeling
presents a good compromise between calculation time and
accuracy. It is based on the decomposition of the structure to a
set of reluctances modeling the flow passages. The
disadvantage of this method is the assumption of a priori
knowledge of the flow knowledge of the flux lines, which
forces the designer to take into account all the possibilities [13,
14]. The coupled magnetic circuit model is more complete and

Currently, the electricity demand is increasing and the
investment in power generation and distribution infrastructure
is growing [1]. Power transformers are one of the most
important components of power systems. Each transformer is
designed to withstand several stresses (mechanical, dielectric,
thermal), both nominal and due to disturbances (lightning,
short circuit, etc.) [2, 3] of different sizes, which partly reflect
the operating conditions, an accidental change affecting the
normal operation. Therefore, assessing the condition of
transformers during their operating life is crucial to ensure
their continuity of service and the reliability of the power
system [4]. Different types of faults can occur in transformers
with varying degrees of severity depending on the extent of the
damage caused and its impact [5]. Some faults develop slowly
and do not present an immediate danger to the equipment
(vibrations, partial discharges) [6]. It is possible, with a little
warning, to postpone the repair of the equipment to an
appropriate time. Incidents that can cause significant damage
and require immediate and automatic intervention are short
circuits and internal ignitions.
This work focuses on the study of the effect of inter-winding
shorts, which is characterized by abnormal electrical contact
between windings of the same coil that should normally be
isolated from each other [7]. This often occurs as a result of
prolonged dielectric breakdown between windings, or tearing
of the insulation paper as a result of severe mechanical
deformation of the windings [8]. This fault can lead to the
melting of the copper conductors and in some cases to the
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closer to physical reality since the number of electrical circuits
considered can correspond to all circuits physically installed
in the transformer. Among these formulations, we will present
those that are best suited to the modeling of transformers. The
study of inter-turns short-circuit faults is studied by analyzing
the magnetically coupled electrical circuit [15], whose main
characteristic is linear inductance. The equations of the circuit
are formulated in state variables and simulations illustrate the
evolution of the current and voltage for different sets of
parameters under load and at no load. The main motivation for
studying this fault from a circuit theory point of view is to
understand and estimate the consequences of the occurrence
of this fault in power transformers.

2. MULTI-TURN
TRANSFORMER

MODELING

OF

A

2.2 Simplifying hypothesis
For the mathematical modeling of a power transformer,
hypotheses have been made:
- The geometry studied is rotationally asymmetric, the
windings are concentric.
- The iron losses are neglected.
- The saturation of the magnetic circuit is neglected.
- The magnetic circuit is linear.
- Constant self and mutual inductance, the leakage
inductance is neglected.
The modeling of transformers consists in establishing a
mathematical structure that describes all the electromagnetic
phenomena. Skin and proximity effects are the consequences
of fields induced in a coil by itself or by neighboring coils.
These effects can be expressed as self and mutual inductances
through the coupled circuit method. In the absence of a
magnetic circuit, the equivalent electrical diagram is a seriesparallel associative network of resistors R and self-inductances
L and mutual inductances M. A complete equivalent diagram
describes the operation of the transformer, as shown in Figure
2.
The transformer is powered by a sinusoidal voltage Vp,
delivering a voltage Vs and has currents Ip in the primary and
Is in the secondary through it. The transformer is basically
characterized by the following system of equations.

POWER

2.1 Model of a power transformer
The device is a three-phase column transformer shown in
Figure 1, and the method of magnetically coupled circuits is
used for the mathematical equation of the windings. This
method consists of expressing the self and mutual inductive
effects between multiple turns. As we have here coils of simple
geometry, these inductances are calculated by analytical
expressions. The analytical solution of such equations usually
requires simplifying hypotheses.

2.3 Electrical equations
The law of meshes applied to the equivalent electrical
diagram of a transformer gives the Eqns. (1)-(11):

d
dt

(1)

VS  =  RS  I S  + S 

d
dt

(2)

NP  I P  = NS  I S  = 

(3)

VP  =  RP  I P  + P 

=

Figure 1. Three-phase column power transformer

S
l

Figure 2. Equivalent electrical diagram of HV and LV windings of a power transformer
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(4)

 R11
0

0
 RP  = 



 0

[Vp] The primary voltage vector.
[𝑉s] The vector of secondary voltages.
[Ip] The current through the primary winding.
[Is] The current through the primary winding.

VP  = V1 pV2pV3p

VNp1 

(5)

 I P  =  I1p I 2p I3p

I Np1 

(6)

 I1p  =  I11 I 21 I 31

I n11 

(7)

 I 2p  =  I12 I 22 I 32

I n1 2 

(8)

 I Np1  =  I1N 1 I 2 N 1 I 3 N 1
𝑝

𝑝

I n1 N 1 

 M 11S
 S
 M 11


 M sp  = 



 S
 M 11

(9)

𝑝

[𝐼1 ], [𝐼2 ], . . . . [𝐼𝑁1 ] the currents through the primary
elementary spires. In windings, magnetic phenomena can be
summarized by an inductance coefficient linking the flux to
the current that gives rise to it.

P  =  LPP  I P  +  M ps   I s 

(10)

P  =  Lss  I s  +  M sp   I P 

(11)

0
0

Rn1
0

R12
0

M 21S

 L11
 p
 M 11
M p
 Lpp  =  11



M p
 11

0 







Rn1 N 1 

0

M nS2 1

M 21p
M 21p

M 12S

...
Ln11
...

L12
...

(12)

M nS2 N 2 









S
M n2 N 2 
M np1 N 1 







Ln1 N 1 

(13)

(14)

Each elementary turn is subjected to a voltage identical to
the voltage to which the main turn is subjected. Applying
Kirchhoff's law to the equivalent diagram in Figure 2, we can
write the Eqns. (15)-(18):

With [Rp], [Lpp], [Rs], [Lss] are the matrices of resistances
and inductances of the primary and secondary respectively.
In coil 1:

n1 N 1
n2 N 2
 p
d
d
d
V1 = R11 I11 + L11 I11 +  M ij ,11 I ij +  M 11, kl I kl
dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1 l =1



n1 N 1
n2 N 2
d
d
d
 p
V1 = Rn11 I n11 + Ln11 dt I n11 +  M ij , n11 dt I ij +  M n11, kl dt I kl
i =1 j =1
k =1 l =1

i  n1
and

n1 N 1
n2 N 2
d
d
V s = R I + L d I +
M
I
+
M
I


11 11
11
11
ij ,11
ij
11, kl
kl
 1
dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1 l =1



n1 N 1
n2 N 2
d
d
V s = R I + L d I +
M ij , n2 1 I ij +   M n2 1, kl I kl

1
n2 1 n2 1
n2 1
n2 1

dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1 l =1

k  n2

(15)

n1 N 1
n2 N 2
 p
d
d
d
V2 = R12 I12 + L12 I12 +   M ij ,12 I ij +  M 12, kl I kl
dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1 l =1

ij 12



n1 N 1
n2 N 2
V2p = Rn 2 I n 2 + Ln 2 d I n 2 +   M ij , n 2 d I ij +  M n 2, kl d I kl
1
1
1
1
1

dt 1 i =1 j =1
dt
dt
k =1 l =1
i  n1 2

and

n1 N 1
n2 N 2
d
d
V s = R I + L d I +
 M ij ,12 dt I ij + 

 M12,kl dt I kl
12 12
12
12
 2
dt
i =1 j =1
k = 2 l =1

kl 12


n1 N 1
n2
N2
 s
d
d
d
V2 = Rn2 2 I n2 2 + Ln2 2 I n2 2 +  M ij , n2 2 I ij +   M n2 2, kl I kl
dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1
l =1

kl  n2 2


(16)

In coil 2:
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In N coil:
n1
n2 N 2
N1
 p
d
d
d
VN = R1N I1N + L1N I1N +   M ij ,1N 1 I ij +  M 1N 1, kl I kl
dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1 l =1

ij 1 N 1



n1
n2 N 2
N1
VNp = Rn N 1 I n N 1 + Ln N 1 d I n N 1 +   M ij ,n N 1 d I ij +  M n N 1,kl d I kl
1
1
1
1
1
1

dt
dt
dt
i =1
j =1
k =1 l =1
i  n1 N 1

and

n1 N 1
n2
N2
d
d
V s = R I + L d I +
M ij ,1N 2 I ij +   M 1N 2, kl I kl

1N 2 1N 2
1N 2
1N 2
 N
dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1 l =1

kl 1 N 2


n1 N 1
n2
N2
 s
d
d
d
VN = Rn2 N 2 I n2 N 2 + Ln2 N 2 I n2 N 2 +  M ij , n2 N 2 I ij +   M n2 N 2, kl I kl
dt
dt
dt
i =1 j =1
k =1
l =1

kl  n2 N 2


The secondary has the same form as the matrix of the
primary, if we combine the two equations of the primary and
the secondary into one we will have Eq. (18) [16]:
Vp    Rp    I p    Lpp   d  I p    M sp   d  I p 
  
 +
  +
V  = 
 s    Rs    I s    Lss   dt  I s    M ps   dt  I s 

[L] is the matrix of inductances Eq. (22).
As the short-circuit is on the A phase of the primary, the
various parameters of the transformer become:

(18)

In the healthy case or the regime is equilibrated, the effects
of the other windings are negligible because the sum of the
magnetic fluxes produced by the three phases is zero as shown
in Eq. (19), so modeling the windings of a single column is a
sufficient choice, allowing to limit the number of unknowns of
the electromagnetic model. The sum channeled through the
three cores is expressed as:

a + b + c = 0


 RA = (1 − ncc ) R p = ncc R p

RB = RC = R p



(23)

Ra = Rb = Rc = Rs

(24)

For self-inductances we have:

(19)

2.4 Modelling of a short-circuit inter-turns fault

 LA = (1 − ncc )2 Lp = ncc2 Lp


LB = LC = Lp



(25)

La = Lb = Lc = Ls

(26)

With 𝑛cc is the short circuit turn rate:

In the event of an inter-turns short circuit, the sum of the
magnetic fluxes produced by the three phases equation (19) is
no longer zero, so there is an appearance of homo-polar flux,
so all the windings of the three columns are involved. We will
study the case of a short circuit that occurs in a single winding,
assuming that the short circuit occurs in the primary (high
voltage) winding of phase 𝐴. To include the effect of the shortcircuit inter-turns fault using Figure 2, the transformer winding
equation becomes as follows:

V  = VAVBVCVccVaVbVc 

(20)

 R = diag  RA RB RC Rcc Ra Rb Rc 

(21)

ncc =

N scc
Ns

(27)

With Nscc the number of shorted turns and Ns the total
number of turns in one phase. The mutual inductances are
mainly due to the coils located on the same column, their
expressions are as follows:

 M A − cc = ncc (1 − ncc ) M sp

M A − a = ncc M sp

 M
A − b = M C − c = M sp


(28)

No matter where the fault is located in the transformer,
primary or secondary, the coupled circuit model remains
unchanged.

[R] is a diagonal matrix Eq. (21).
 LA
 0

 0

 L =  M A−cc
 M A− a

 0
 0


(17)

0

0

M A− cc

M A− a

0

LB

0

0

0

M B −b

0

LC

0

0

0

0

0

Lcc

M cc − a

0

0

0

M cc − a

La

0

M B −b

0

0

0

Lb

0

M C −c

0

0

0

0 
0 
M C −c 

0 
0 

0 
Lc 

2.5 Establishing the state model
In the case of the state representation, the forced regime
associated with the dynamic equation represented by Eq. (29),

(22)

 V p     LPP   M ps   d   I p     Rpp 

+
 s  = 
 V     M   L   dt   I s    0
 
      ps 
ss
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 0

  I p  
   
 Rss     I s  

(29)

U  =  A X  +  B  X 
.

(30)

 

[U] the state vector.
[X] the control vector.
The vector [ẋ] can be written:
−1
. 
 X  =  B  (U  −  A X )

(31)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table 1 shows the simulation parameters of the power
transformer.
Figure 4. Secondary currents in healthy state
Table 1. Transformer simulation parameters
Designation
Primary Resistance
Secondary Resistance
Primary inductance
Secondary Inductance
Mutual inductance

Symbol
Rpp
Rss
Lss
Lss
Mps

Value
2.86
2.756
0.397
0.397
0.009594

Unite
[Ω]
[Ω]
[H]
[H]
[H]

3.1 Healthy state
The primary is supplied with a sinusoidal voltage which has
N1 continuous coils of n1 turns, so it absorbs a current shown
in Figure 3 which represents the currents of the three phases
on the high voltage side, the primary transforms electrokinetic
energy into magnetic energy, the secondary has N2 coils made
up of n2 turns, it transforms magnetic energy received from
the primary into electrokinetic energy, Figure 4 represents the
variation of currents in the secondary of the transformer. In
sinusoidal regime, the voltages and currents are related to each
other by the relation:

Figure 5. Load voltage

V1= (N1/N2) V2 and I1= (N2/N1) I2, V2=Z2 I2
In a transformer, the voltage at the secondary varies
according to the nature of the load, moreover in our case the
load is a resistor so the voltage and the current are in phase,
Figure 5 represents the voltage variation at the secondary.
Analysis of the different currents in healthy and faulty states
in the presence of short-circuit inter-turns faults allows us to
have quickly the signature of the different percentages of
short-circuit inter-turns of a phase of the transformer, so we
will proceed to different comparison, the results are presented
below.

Figure 6. Primary currents at 10% of short circuit turns

Figure 7. Secondary currents at 10% short circuit turns

Figure 3. Primary currents in healthy state
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Figure 8. Load voltage at 10% short circuit turns
Figure 12. Primary currents at 30% of short circuit turns

Figure 9. Primary currents at 20% of short circuit turns
Figure 13. Secondary currents at 30% short circuit turns

Figure 10. Secondary currents at 20% short circuit turns
Figure 14. Load voltage at 30% short circuit turns
The inter-turn fault was applied at t=1 seconds on phase "A"
of the transformer primary under load. During these tests, we
introduced the fault progressively with different percentages
representing the ratio between the shorted turns and the total
number of turns, we took 10%, 20% and 30%. For each test
we observed the evolution of the primary and secondary
currents of the transformer as well as the load voltage. When
a short circuit fault is applied between turns, it cancels the flow
of the magnetic circuit in the faulted area, causing an
abnormally high magnetizing current, and decreasing the
winding resistance [17]. This is due to the fact that the
electrical resistances of the turns of a given winding, which
should be in series and isolated from each other, are placed in
parallel, which causes an increase in the currents flowing

Figure 11. Load voltage at 20% short circuit turns
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through the three phases of the primary, the higher the
percentage of fault, the greater the current in the faulty phase,
as shown in Figures 6, 9 and 12. With the presence of the short
circuit between turns in the primary which can appear at
different places of the windings. When a short-circuit fault
occurs, there is a current, called circulation current, which
flows through the short-circuited windings. This current will
also generate an electromagnetic field that will disturb the field
transmitted to the secondary [18].
Generally, the effect of a short circuit is to disturb the
distribution of the magnetic flux. On the one hand, this leads
to oscillations in the secondary currents, on the other hand, the
current flowing in the short-circuited turns can reach high
values, resulting in an excessive increase of the current in the
different phases of the secondary [19] as shown in Figures 7,
10 and 13. The variation of the load voltage is proportional to
the secondary current, so an increase of the current causes an
increase of the voltage for the same load, Figures 8, 11 and 14
represent respectively the load voltage when applying 10%,
20% and 30% of short circuit fault between turns.
Another technique for diagnosing faults in transformers in
full operation is exploded and may be interesting. This method
is based on monitoring the primary current as a function of the
voltage drop across the secondary of the transformer at 50 Hz
for different operating conditions.
Figure 15 shows a comparison between the secondary
voltage drop as a function of the primary current for different
percentages of inter-turn short circuits and the healthy state.

have been applied. Two techniques for diagnosing these faults
have been used: the state model and the voltage drop versus
primary current. The results obtained demonstrate the
accuracy of the mathematical model, which can be very useful
for studying other types of faults. even the voltage drop versus
current can be a means of monitoring the state of charge of the
transformer on the one hand and its own state on the other. this
technique does not require any specific hardware and can be
implemented on-line as it is performed at the frequency of
electrical networks.
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NOMENCLATURE
Greek symbols


µ
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angle of inclination
magnetic flux
permeability H/m
magnetic reluctance

